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WOOD 100
WOOD 120
WOOD 130
WOOD 140
WOOD 150

GAS/WOOD 100
GAS/WOOD 120
GAS/WOOD 130
GAS/WOOD 140
GAS/WOOD 150

  
C04-QR100-W
C04-QR120-W
C04-QR130-W
C04-QR140-W
C04-QR150-W

C04-QR100-G/W
C04-QR120-G/W
C04-QR130-G/W
C04-QR140-G/W
C04-QR150-G/W

The most suitable oven for anyone who considers the oven to be a fundamental part of a restaurant.
This four-sided oven can be entirely covered on each side, permitting classic solutions with guaranteed visual impact.

This oven is the ideal complement for anyone who wants the client to feel as if they are in a restaurant where pizza is 
prepared using the traditional techniques and genuine ingredients that have made pizza one of the most famous and 
appreciated foods in the world.

Like all of our ovens, this oven can be powered:

With wood
With gas only with Ceky Burner
With combined wood/gas only with CekyBurner
The square oven can be conveniently covered on each exposed side with a selection from our wide range of possibili -
ties presented in the coverings section..

This oven is the ideal complement to our pizza concept, perfect where the available space allows positioning the oven 
in a way that displays its attractive, trendy design.

Why they excel?
-ceiling and cooking floor entirely made in refractory bricks. Raw materials cooked at 1.200 C˚ guarantee perfect heat preservation and distribution
-completely handmade. Professional artisans create each oven building it brick by brick, using the same
  building techniques that made pizza famous all over the world
-massive structure. Caulking is particularly thick for best insulations. No extra managing cost related to heat leaks
-no maintenance needed. Oven’s structure and composition grants nearly no maintenance needs for years
-exclusive design. Fully customizable shapes and covering. Forni Ceky offers many design solutions for any taste: materials and design are 100%  
  made in Italy
-high resistance to time. Building ovens since nearly one century made Ceky’s product better and better improving
  performances and durability
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100 cm 120 cm 130 cm 140 cm 150 cm 170 cm

Production
Capacity  12’

Pizza Capacity
Wood Oven

Pizza Capacity
Gas Oven

All our ovens can be set for: 
-wood working
-gas bu rner working
-mixed wood and gas working
Every model’s exhaust is setup 
with a 20cm inte rnal diameter  
chimney

-handcut brick - yellow

-handcut brick - red

-tenbyten tiles

-golden, copper or silver leaves

-marble palladiana

-painted bricks

-wenge and stainnless steel
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INTERNAL DIAMETER
A B C D H WEIGHT PIZZA CAPACITY 

(WOOD OVEN)
PIZZA CAPACITY

(GAS OVEN)

100 140 145 120 120 185 1200 4 6

120 160 165 140 140 185 2000 6 9

130 170 175 150 150 185 2200 8 11

140 180 185 160 160 185 2400 10 13

150 190 195 170 170 185 2500 12 15

OPTIONAL EXTERNAL FINISHING

RED BRICK YELLOW BRICK10x10 cm TILES METAL FOIL GLASS MOSAIC MARBLE WOOD PANEL

Frontal wall

Others walls
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Euro-Milan reserves the right to modify the characteristics of the products illustrated in this publication without prior notice.
For misprints and other errors. There may be colour deviations due to the printing process.


